SITES OF INTEREST
the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh has discontinued their subscription.
http://www.powerlibrary.net/Remote/Remote.asp?ID=eiNetwork&Link=NVL
note: I have found omissions will get you to a site that shows all the novels of a particular author, by date; you can
browse or select all kinds of subjects – romance novels, English, for example
Contemporary Authors biographical details, books in date order (within series if author does multiple). Dead
authors count as contemporary.
http://www.powerlibrary.net/Remote/Remote.asp?ID=eiNetwork&Link=CA

Too costly.

national guide; no need to stop "booksaling" when you take a trip. Will also send you
e-mails to notify you of sales coming up in your area. See page 6.
Book Sales elsewhere, II Lucas at booksalescout.com e-mailed me to say that his is "the net's most popular
has been purchased by searchable book sale directory". It's just starting up. Sale organizers must enter the
data online themselves using forms provided. Its searchability is what's unique.
all public libraries in the USA; organized by counties or cities within states; links to
Libraries elsewhere
the libraries' own websites.
check especially their "Center for the Book", which has a list of Book Fairs/ Literary
Library of Congress
Festivals

www.BookSaleFind
er.com
www.booksalescout.
com

Books in Print
Bibliographies --

Book Sales elsewhere

www.clpgh.org
Research Databases
Biography

www.publiclibraries
.com
www.loc.gov

Pennsylvania Antiquarian and Specialist Book Dealers, Restorers, and Binders
www.statelibrary.state.pa.us/libraries/cwp/view.asp?a=13&Q=48065
go to a search
don't stop with e-bay or Amazon. there are many sites that offer books from large
buying books online
numbers of dealers or individuals; alibris and abe are for rarer (and more expensive)
books. Prices diverge wildly. Condition can also be tricky; one seller will call a
book "brand new" and price it high, while another's "almost new" cheaper book will
be pristine, obviously never even opened flat.

Craig's List is probably the best known. Has all kinds of forums and subject areas.
Can zero in on a specific city.
freecycle.com is available in Pittsburgh as well;
to join you must offer something free online – after that you may respond to offers
Try Googling your own city and "free ads", too.
thousands of books in the public domain, put online by volunteers. proofreaders are
download free books
always needed…you can do as a little as a page a day.
have you seen dealers in This is an ad from one of the companies that offer software or a service to dealers:
the corner at book sales, "Use ScoutPal to find out the Amazon Marketplace value of books, (and CD’s,
DVD’s, etc.) while you are scouting books! You can also check prices from
scanning bar codes?
abebooks and PriceGrabber. Learn how it all works at
A
partial
list of Children's Authors can be found at:
Pittsburgh Authors
http://www.carnegielibrary.org/kids/booknook/topicbooklists/pghauthors.html#top
A list of 654 authors born in Pittsburgh can be found in the Contemporary Authors
database referred to above. Once at their home page, click on ADVANCED
SEARCH on the left of the page. At Advanced Search, click on the arrow in the top
"entry box" and chose Birthplace; then type Pittsburgh in the next box. (There are
other choices, such as Death place, Ethnicity, Subject, etc.)
behind the scenes at the the librarians in the CLP reference department maintain a lively blog at
http://eleventhstack.wordpress.com/about/. see also
Carnegie Library of
www.carnegielibrary.org/books/blogs.cfm and the official info about the entire CLP
Pittsburgh
system, including links to other libraries in Allegheny County at
www.carnegielibrary.org.

free/cheap ads

anything else?
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tell me about it

engine like Google
and type in "used
books" and be
overwhelmed

www.craigslist.
com.

www.gutenberg.org
http://bsf.scoutpal.c
om"

